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A b stra c t
The canonical extension of a lattice is in an essential way a two-sided comple­
tion. D om ain theory, on the contrary, is prim arily  concerned w ith one-sided 
completeness. In this paper, we show two things. Firstly, th a t the canonical 
extension of a lattice can be given an asym m etric description in two stages: a 
free co-directed m eet completion, followed by a com pletion by selected d irected 
joins. Secondly, we show th a t the  general techniques for dcpo presentations of 
dcpo algebras used in the second stage of the construction im m ediately give us 
the well-known canonicity result for bounded lattices w ith operators.
Keywords:  dcpo presentation, dcpo algebra, la ttice  theory, canonical 
extension, canonicity
1. In tr o d u c tio n
Domain theory  on the one side and canonical extensions and canonicity on 
the o ther side are topics th a t have played a fundam ental role in non-classical 
logic and its com puter science applications for a long tim e. Domain theory  has 
been intrinsically  tied  to  foundational issues in com puter science since it was 
in troduced by D ana Scott in the  late 1960s in order to  provide sem antics for the 
lam bda calculus [17]. The solution of dom ain equations and the m odern tech­
niques for dcpo presentations are particu larly  im portan t tools [1, 14]. Canonical
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extensions in their algebraic form were first in troduced by Jonsson and Tarski 
in 1951 w ith the hopes of giving a representation  theorem  for relation algebras
[13]. However, they  were la ter realised to  be closely related  to  the very im portan t 
canonical model construction in  logic and thus to  issues concerning relational 
sem antics for a plethora of logics im portan t in com puter science applications 
such as m odal logics [12]. The algebraic approach to  canonical extensions and 
questions of canonicity have been revitalised over the last few decades after the 
theory  was extended beyond the setting  of Boolean-based logics and additional 
operations th a t preserve joins in each coordinate. The initial step  in th is de­
velopment was the realisation th a t Scott continuity  plays a central role in the 
theory  [7]. A part from th is one fundam ental connection, the two topics have 
not had  much to  do w ith each o ther and any more tangible connections have 
rem ained hidden. This is som ew hat rem arkable in light of the central role Stone 
duality  plays in bo th  dom ain theory  [2] and  canonical extension. We will briefly 
touch upon the in teraction between Stone duality, dom ain theory  and canonical 
extenstions in Section 1.2 below.
On a more d irectly  m athem atical level, there are also o ther reasons to  seek to  
understand  the connections between dom ain theory  and the theory  of canonical 
extensions. Com pleting, or directedly com pleting, posets m ay be done freely if 
we only consider one-sided lim its in the form either of joins or m eets and  this is 
fundam ental to  the theory  of dom ains and the related  theory  of frames as studied 
in pointfree topology. However, unrestric ted  two-sided free com pletions do not 
exist. Canonical extensions m ay be viewed as the second level (after MacNeille 
completion) of two-sided com pletions obtained by restricting  the alternations 
of joins and m eets required to  generate the com pletion [10]. As such, they 
are certainly dcpos, and in the d istributive setting, algebraic dom ains and they  
rem ain so when tu rned  upside down. This begs the question of understanding 
these two-sided com pletions relative to  the one-sided com pletion techniques th a t 
are so central in dom ain theory. In this spirit, th is paper is an answer to  a 
question raised by Achim Jung during his ta lk  a t TACL2009 of the  relation 
between his results w ith Moshier and Vickers in [14] and canonical extensions. 
To be specific, we show th a t the  canonical extension of a lattice can be given 
an asym m etric description in  two stages: a free co-directed m eet com pletion 
followed by a com pletion by selected directed joins as m ade possible by the 
m ethods of dcpo presentations. In addition, we show th a t the pivotal 1994 
canonicity result [7] th a t in troduced Scott continuity  into the theory  of canonical 
extensions m ay in fact be seen as a special case of the theorem  on representations 
of dcpo algebras given in [14] thus m aking the connection between the two fields 
quite explicit. In obtaining the 1994 canonicity result from the one-sided theory, 
the setting  of dcpo algebras ra th e r th an  ju s t suplattice algebras is crucial as the 
former is needed in order to  have a result on the lifting of operations available 
(see R em ark 1 in Section 3 below).
The organization of this paper is as follows: first, we provide brief discussions 
about the background of canonical extension, bo th  in relation to  Stone duality  
and in relation to  logic. After th a t, in Section 2, we provide prelim inaries 
on dcpo presentations, dcpo algebras, free directed com pletions and canonical
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extensions. The m ain results are presented in Section 3; after which we conclude 
the article w ith a discussion in Section 4 .
The authors would like to  thank  the referees for their thorough reading of 
our m anuscript and their thoughtful com m ents which we are sure have made 
our paper easier to  read.
1.1. Canonical extension and Stone duality
At its base, canonical extension is an algebraic way of talking about S tone’s 
duality  for bounded distributive lattices. To see th is consider the  following 
square of functors for which b o th  the inner and the outer square commute
Stone
13 
Pos
S
U
Here the upper pair of functors gives the  Stone duality  for bounded distributive 
lattices and spectral spaces, and the lower pair of functors gives the ‘d iscrete’ 
duality  between com pletely d istributive algebraic lattices (or com plete lattices 
join-generated by their com pletely join-prim e elements) and partia lly  ordered 
sets. This second duality  generalises the very well-known duality  between com­
plete and atom ic Boolean algebras and Sets. O n objects, it sends a com pletely 
d istributive algebraic lattice (DL+) to  its poset of com pletely join-irreducible 
elem ents and a poset to  its lattice of upsets.
In the  vertical direction, we have n a tu ra l forgetful functors: DL+s are in 
particu lar DLs, and topological spaces give rise to  posets via the specialisation 
order: x  <  y  if and only if every open containing x also contains y. These 
forgetful functors go in opposite directions so they  are obviously no t translations 
of each o ther across the dualities. Instead, they  transla te  to  left adjoints of each 
o ther across the  dualities. This brings us to  the  canonical extension. The 
forgetful functor DL+ ^  DL th a t embeds DL+ as a non-full subcategory of DL 
has a left adjoint a  : DL ^  DL+ and its dual incarnation is the forgetful functor 
from Stone spaces to  posets. Moreover, this left adjoint a  : DL ^  DL+ is a 
reflector. Thus we have, for each DL, an em bedding A ^  A a ; th is em bedding 
is the  canonical extension. The dual incarnation of the inclusion from DL+ 
to  DL is the left adjoint of the forgetful functor from the category of Stone 
(=spectral) spaces to  the  category of posets. In the  distributive lattice setting 
this left adjoint was first identified by Banaschewski in [3] and in the Boolean 
setting  it is the  very well-known Stone-Cech com pactification.
We re itera te  th a t bo th  of the  inclusions, DL+ ^  DL and the one of spectral 
spaces in posets, are inclusions as non-full subcategories: a DL+ m orphism  is not 
ju s t a bounded lattice hom om orphism  bu t a complete lattice homomorphism; 
sim ilarly there are m aps between spectral spaces which preserve the speciali­
sation order w ithout being continuous. As a consequence, even for objects in
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the  subcategories on either side of the  square, the reflectors need not be the 
identity. To whit, for an infinite powerset Boolean algebra, B,  the canonical 
extension will be the powerset of the set of all u ltrafilters of B  -  a significantly 
larger Boolean algebra. Dually, this corresponds to  the  fact th a t for an infinite 
Boolean space, the  Stone-Cech com pactification of the underlying set, viewed 
as a discrete space, will be much larger th an  the original space.
R eturning to  our square of functors, note th a t the com m utativ ity  of the 
square m eans th a t we can understand  A a in term s of the dual space S (A )  =  
( X , t ). T h a t is, A a =  U (X ,  < ) is the la ttice  of upsets of the dual space of A  
equipped w ith the specialisation order of the  Stone topology r .  The em bedding 
of A  in its canonical extension in this description is given by the Stone embed­
ding m ap a a which m aps each elem ent of the la ttice  to  the corresponding 
com pact open upset. So canonical extension can be obtained via duality  and 
for th is reason it is often referred to  as the  ‘double d u a l’ in the logic literature.
M ost interestingly, the converse is also true: It is possible to  reconstruct 
the dual space of A  from the canonical extension A  ^  A a and this is why we 
can claim th a t the  theory  of canonical extensions m ay be seen as an algebraic 
form ulation of S tone/P riestley  duality. Given the canonical extension A  A a 
of a DL, we ob tain  the dual space of A  by applying the discrete duality  to  obtain 
the set X  =  J 00(A a ). The topology is then  generated by the ‘shadow s’ of the 
elem ents of A  on X ,  th a t is, by the sets a =  { x  £  X  \ x  <  a} where a ranges 
over A.
We point out two advantages of the canonical extension approach to  duality. 
Firstly, canonical extension is particu larly  well-suited for studying additional 
operations on lattices or Boolean algebras. This was the original purpose for 
canonical extensions and their scope has been expanded in a m odular fashion 
[8, 6, 5] in order to  provide representation  theorem s for lattice- and  even poset- 
based algebras. The two-sided aspect is particu larly  im portan t when additional 
operations th a t are order-reversing are present. Secondly, although the classical 
existence proof [13] for the canonical extension uses the Prim e F ilter Theorem , 
it is now known [6] th a t one can develop the theory  of canonical extensions 
w ithout invoking the Axiom of Choice.
1.2. Canonical extension and logic
In logic and com puter science, Stone duality  is central in m any ways. A 
landm ark paper in setting  this out in the clearest of term s is A bram sky’s paper
[2] where he shows how Stone duality  for distributive lattices allows us to  connect 
specification languages w ith denotational sem antics. The role of Stone duality  
is sim ilar in m odal logic in the  sense th a t it connects specification and state- 
based models, bu t the two approaches differ in the way they  m anage to  factor 
out the topology inherent in Stone duality. In dom ain theory, one restric ts to  
very special lattices and spaces for which the topology is determ ined by the 
specialisation order. In m odal logic, one focuses on logics for which the topolgy 
‘factors o u t’ in the sense th a t forgetting it does not change the logic.
Canonical extensions are particu larly  pertinen t for several reasons. One 
is th a t we usually have additional operations, like m odalities, negations, or
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im plications and the transla tion  of such structu re  as well as their equational 
properties to  the dual side is more easily understood  by going via canonical 
extension and correspondence across the discrete duality  [9]. A second and very 
im portan t reason th a t canonical extensions play a central role in the study  of 
various logics is th a t they  are centrally  related  to  relational sem antics for these 
logics.
We illustrate this w ith the exam ple of classical propositional m odal logic, 
and we will give a very brief impression of the role th a t canonical extensions 
play in the model theory  of m odal logic as it is described in [4]. We will consider 
the following two n a tu ra l sem antics for m odal logic:
•  Kripke frames, which are set-based transition  system s or coalgebras for 
the covariant powerset functor to  be more precise,
•  m odal algebras: Boolean algebras w ith an additional unary  (finite join 
preserving) operation, m eant to  in terpret the m odal diam ond operator.
The former provide the n a tu ra l sem antics for m odal logic and are central in var­
ious sta te-based  models in com puter science. The la tte r provide a specification 
language for these system s and often correspond to  the syntactic description of 
the pertinen t logics.
Thus, for classical m odal logics, the restriction of the above square to  Boolean 
algebras is the appropriate one, and then  the additional struc tu re  is superposed: 
a m odal operator on the Boolean algebras transla tes to  a b inary  relation w ith 
certain  topological properties on the dual spaces - th is is w hat is known as de­
scriptive general frames. Forgetting the topology yields K ripke frames, which 
are in a discrete duality  w ith complex m odal algebras. Note th a t while the  inner 
and outer square still com m ute the vertical functors are only reflectors for the 
underlying Boolean algebras: th is is extended Stone duality  and no t n a tu ra l 
duality  for m odal algebras.
syntactic
specification
m odal - 
algebras ■
complex - 
m odal algebras -
CO
At
descriptive 
— general frames
P
■ Kripke 
' frames
relational
sem antics
The central im portance of canonical extension in th is setting  comes from 
the fact, m entioned above, th a t the two im portan t spots in the above diagram
S
a
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are the upper left and the lower right: the upper left corresponds to  the syn­
tactic specification of the logic; the lower right to  the sem antic specification. 
Thus moving horizontally is not enough; we m ust also move up and down. In 
addition, we claim th a t the route down-and-over m ay be viewed as separating  
the issues involved b e tte r th an  the route over-and-down. To th is end, one can 
th ink  of the upper left-hand corner as the finitary description of the  base of 
a topological space, and of the lower right-hand corner as the points underly­
ing the space. Taking the canonical extension, i.e. going down from the upper 
left hand  corner, corresponds to  augm enting the fin itary  description of the base 
w ith infinitary (but point-free) inform ation; subsequently going over adds points 
to  the picture. If we go over and down, already the first step  (of going over) 
sim ultaneously moves us to  a topological and point-based perspective, while 
going down ju s t forgets p a rt of w hat we have worked hard  to  identify in the 
topological duality. Note th a t this separation  of topological and contravariant 
content of the topological duality  is even useful if our final goal is full-fledged 
topological duality  (i.e., the upper right-hand corner) and no t ju s t the  lower 
right-hand corner where the topology has been removed since, as we outlined in 
the previous subsection, the  canonical extension, A ^  A a (but not A a alone) 
contains all the topological inform ation of the topological duality  in a point-free 
and co-variant way.
Finally, consider the  question of logical completeness. Given the way Kripke 
sem antics is defined, a formula ^  is valid in a struc tu re  if and only if the identity  
^  «  1 holds in the corresponding complex algebra. This is essentially the defi­
nition. On the o ther hand, a syntactic  specification of a m odal logic is typically 
an equational theory, E, of m odal algebras. Thus soundness w ith respect to  a 
class K of struc tu res m eans th a t the complex algebras of the struc tu res in K all 
are models of E. Completeness, in the contrapositive, m eans th a t an equation 
th a t is not a consequence of E is violated in the complex algebra of some K  G K.  
C anonicity of E m eans th a t the class of models of E is closed under canonical 
extension. Any equation th a t isn ’t  a consequence of a theory  E is violated by 
some abstrac t algebra model of E and thus also by its canonical extension. If 
E is canonical then  th is canonical extension is a model of the theory  in which 
the given equation is violated. In th is way canonicity implies th a t the logic pos­
sesses complete Kripke sem antics. One should note th a t no t all m odal logics are 
canonical bu t m ost of the stan d ard  ones are. However, even in the absence of 
canonicity, it is clear th a t canonical extensions are pertinen t since they  provide 
an account of the connection between the upper left and lower right corner of 
the diagram .
2. P re lim in a r ies
We collect here the m ain facts on dcpo completions, free co-directed com­
pletions, and canonical extensions th a t we will need and give specific references 
to  where one can find proofs.
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2.1. D C P O  and suplattice presentations
The following facts about dcpo presentations, suplattice presentations, and 
dcpo algebras m ay be found in [14].
D e fin itio n  1. A dcpo presentation  is a triple (P ; C, C)  where
•  (P, C) is a preorder,
•  C C P x  P ( P )  is a family of covers, where U is directed for every (x, U) G 
C.  We w rite x  < U if (x, IJ) G <7.
Let (D , <} be a dcpo and let ƒ : P  —> D  be an order-preserving m ap. We say 
ƒ preserves covers if for all x  < U  it is tru e  th a t f { x )  <  \ f y e u f ( y ) -  Note th a t, 
from here on, we will refer to  m aps preserving either an order or a preorder as 
order-preserving in order to  lighten the notation .
A suplattice is a com plete join-sem ilattice; the appropriate  hom om orphism s 
between suplattices are those m aps which preserve all joins. If we replace ‘dcpo’ 
by ‘sup la ttice ’ in Definition 1 and if we drop the assum ption th a t each U above 
is directed, we obtain  the definition for a suplattice presentation. Observe th a t 
every dcpo presen tation  is also a suplattice presentation.
D e fin it io n  2. A dcpo P  is freely generated  by the dcpo presentation (P; C, C) 
if there is a m ap r/: P  —> P  th a t preserves covers, and for every dcpo (D,  <} 
and cover-preserving m ap ƒ : P  —> D  there is a unique Scott-continuous m ap 
ƒ : P  —> D  such th a t ƒ o rj =  ƒ.
Again, if we replace ‘dcpo’ w ith ‘sup la ttice ’ and ‘Scott-continuous m ap ’ by 
‘suplattice hom om orphism ’ above, we ob tain  the definition of a suplattice freely 
generated by a suplattice presentation. We will now describe how freely gener­
a ted  dcpos and suplattices are obtained in [14].
D e fin it io n  3. A C-ideal of P  is a set X  C P  which is downward closed and 
closed under covers, i.e. for all x  < U, if U  C l  then  x  G X . We denote the set 
of all C-ideals of P  by C -Id l(P ).
An arb itra ry  intersection of (7-ideals is again a (7-ideal; thus the collection 
of all (7-ideals of (P; C, (7) forms a com plete lattice (7-Id l(P ) and we can denote 
by {X )  the  sm allest (7-ideal containing X  for any X  C P ; we will abbreviate 
({x}} as (x). Observe th a t 4-X  C (X ) .  We will denote m eets and joins in 
<7-Idl(P) by f \  and \J, respectively. Note th a t for all S  C <7-Idl(P), / \  S  =  p | S  
and \ J S =  (U S ).
P r o p o s it io n  1 ([14], P roposition 2.5). Let  (P; C, (7) be a suplattice presenta­
tion. Then  (C '-Id l(P ), C) is the suplattice freely generated, by {P ' ,Q ,C ) ,  where 
r/: P  P  is defined by r)\ 1 14  (x).
D e fin it io n  4 . Given a dcpo presen tation  (P; C, (7), we define
P  =  |^ |{ ^  C (7 -Id l(P ) \X  is closed under directed joins and 
(x) G X  for all x  G P } .
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P r o p o s it io n  2 ([14], Theorem  2.7). Let (P; C, C) be a dcpo presentation. Then  
{P ,  i=) the dcpo freely generated, by (P ; C, C ) ,  where r/: P  P  is defined, by 
rj: x i—y (x).
Observe th a t it is ‘h a rd ’ to  tell which C’-ideals belong to  P ; see the com m ents 
a t the end of Section 2 of [14].
2.2. D C P O  algebras
We now tu rn  to  algebras. A pre-ordered algebra for a set of operation  symbols
i l  w ith arities a : il  —> N consists of a pre-order (P, C) and order-preserving 
m aps ujp : P “ (w) — P  for w g f ! .  For dcpo presentations (P i; C, C \ ) , . . . ,  (P„; C 
, C n), (P '; C, C )  we w rite x* <* £/* if (x*, £/*) G Ci. An order-preserving m ap 
ƒ : P i x • • • x P „ —> P '  is called cover-stable if for all 1 <  i <  n, all (x i, . . . , x „ )  G 
P i x • • • x P „ and all Ui C Pi such th a t x* < [/*, we have
ƒ (x 1, . . . ,  x„)  <]' {ƒ ( x i , . . . ,  Xj_i, y, x i+ i, x„) I y G t/j}.
P r o p o s it io n  3 ([14], Theorem  3.6). I f  f : P i x • • • x P„ —^ P ' is cover-stable 
and order-preserving, then the function  ƒ : P i x • • • x P„ —)■ P ' , defined by
f  • ( ^ 1 : • • • : X n 'j I }■ ({ƒ (x 1, . . . , Xn ) | ( x i , . . . , Xn ) G X • • • X X n j-),
is a well-defined and, Scott-continuous extension of f  (and is unique as such).
P r o p o s it io n  4 ([14], P roposition  4.2). Consider a structure  (P; C, C , (wp)w£!i) 
such that {P ' ,Q ,C )  is dcpo presentation  and  (P ; C, (wp)u gii) ¿s a preordered 
algebra. Let s (x  i , . . . , x „ )  ararf t ( x  i , . . . , x „ )  &e n -ary  Q-terms. I f  for  every  
lv G Q, ujp: P “ (w) p  is cover-stable, then we can define an Q-algebra structure  
on P  by taking ui-p :=  cop and, P  \= s =4 t  implies P  \= s =4 t.
2.3. Free directed completions
The free directed join com pletion and the free co-directed m eet completion 
of a poset are given by the posets of filters and of ideals of the poset, respec­
tively. For our purposes, an ab strac t characterisation of these com pletions will 
be im portan t. The following results da te  back to  [16] and are very well known. 
Sources for this m aterial are [15], Section 6, and [11], Sections 1-4 and  IV-1 and 
[1 0 ].
D e fin itio n  5. Let P  =  (P, < ) be a poset. B y t p : P  -> J ( P )  we denote the  co- 
directed meet completion  of P, which is characterized by the following properties:
1. (-^"(P), <) is a co-dcpo,
2. ■fp : P  —;> .F(P) is an order-em bedding,
3. for every x G ^ (P ) ,  {a G P  | x < tp ®} is co-directed and x =  / \ { t p a I 
x < ■fp a},
4. for all co-directed S  C .F(P) and all a G P , if / \  S' <  tp  a then  there exists 
s G S  such th a t s <  tp  a -
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P r o p o s it io n  5. If  P  and  Q are posets, then  ,F(P x Q )  =  J-"(P) x .F(Q).
If ƒ : P  —> Q is an order-preserving m ap between posets, then  ƒ has a unique 
co-Scott continuous extension, f ^ \  .F(P) —> .F(Q), defined as follows:
f T  - . x ^ t  / \ { f Q f ( a )  | x  <  t P a}.
Given an ordered algebra A =  (A, <; (wA)wesi) such th a t every cja is order- 
preserving, we can define an algebra s truc tu re  on J r (A) by taking '■=
( w a )'7 '-
P r o p o s it io n  6. Let s ( x i, . . . ,  x n ) and t ( x i , .. ., x n ) be n -ary  Cl-terms and let 
A be an ordered Cl-algebra. I f  A  \= s =4 t  then also J-"(A) |= s =4 t.
P r o p o s it io n  7. Let A =  (A; A, V, 0,1} be a lattice. Then ( T { A ) ,  A ^ ,  V ^, 0,1} 
is a (complete) lattice and  ^ : A —> F { A )  is a lattice embedding.
We denote the m eet and join operation of J r (A) by A and V respectively; 
also, we will let / \  denote a rb itra ry  m eets in .F(A). Given lattices A i , . . . ,  A„, B, 
we say ƒ:  A i  x • • • x A n —> B  is an operator if for every 1 <  i  <  n, all ai: bi £  A j 
and all a,j £  A j ,  j  ^  i, we have
ƒ  ((2i, . . . , Cli— 1, CLi V 6^ , CLi^ 1, . . . , Clri) 
ƒ  ((2i, . . . , Cli— 1, Cli, , . . . , CLn ) V ƒ  (^ 1 ? • • • ? 1 ? • • • ? ^n) •
P r o p o s it io n  8. /ƒ ƒ: Ai x • • • x A„ —>• B is an operator, then so is f ^ \  T { A \ )  x 
• • • x J ( A „ )  —>
2.4- Canonical extension
Below we introduce the canonical extension of a la ttice  and the canonical 
extension of an order-preserving m ap between lattices [6]. Let A be a lattice. 
A lattice completion  of A is a lattice em bedding e : A —> C of A into a complete 
lattice C. Two com pletions of A, e \ \  A —> C i and '■ A —> C 2, are isomorphic 
if there exists a lattice isom orphism  ƒ : C i —> C 2 such th a t / e i  =  e2.
D e fin itio n  6. Let e: A —> C be a lattice com pletion of A. We call e: A —>• C a 
canonical extension  of A if the  following two conditions hold:
•  (density) for all u , v  £  C  such th a t u ^  v, there exist a filter F  C A  and 
an ideal I  C A  such th a t
/ \ e [ F ]  <  u, / \ e [ F ]  ^  v, v <  \/e [I]  and u ^  \Je \I ];
•  (com pactness) for all ideals I  C A  and all filters F  C A, if / \  e\F]  <  \J e[I\ 
then  there exist b £  F  and a £  I  such th a t b <  a.
P r o p o s it io n  9 ([6], Propositions 2.6 and 2.7). Every lattice A has a canon­
ical extension, denoted : A —> A 17. Moreover, : A  —> A 17 is unique up to 
isomorphism of completions.
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We will om it the  subscript on if it is clear from the context w hat A is. 
Given e: A —> A*7, we define K { A 17) :=  {A e [^] \ F  C A  a filter} to  be the closed 
elements  of A°\
D e fin it io n  7. Let ƒ: A i x • • • x A„ —> B be an order-preserving m ap where 
A i , . . .  A„ and B are lattices. We define f a : A f x • • • x A^ —> BCT by first pu tting
f a : (x i; .. ., x„) / \ { e B( f  ( a i , . . . ,  an )) | (x i; .. ., x„) <  ( a i ; . . . ,  a„)}
for all tuples of closed elements ( x i , . . . ,  x„) G if (A J )  x • • • x K ( A 7 ). We then 
define Z*7 as follows on a rb itra ry  tuples ( « i , . . . ,  u n ) G A 7 x • • • A 7 :
f a : (u u  . . . ,  u n ) ^  \ J  { f a {x u  . . . ,  x„)  |
>  ( x i , . . . , x „ )  G K { A f )  x ••• x if(A £ )} .
For inform ation on the n a tu ra lity  of this definition in the  distributive setting, 
see [8], Theorem  2.15.
3. A  d cp o  p r e se n ta tio n  o f  th e  ca n on ica l e x te n s io n  
D e fin it io n  8. Given a lattice A, we define a dcpo presentation
A(A) :=  (JF (A );< ,C a )
where
Ca :=  {(x, U) G J-'(A) x T (J Z(A)) \ U  non-empty, directed,
V / G Idl(A)[(Vx' G U 3a' G / ,  x' <  t A «') => 3a G I,  x  <  t A «]}-
We now present several properties of dcpo presentations of the shape A(A). 
Let r/: J7( A) —> A  (A) be the n a tu ra l m ap x i 4  (x).
L em m a 10. Let A  be a lattice. Then  A(A) =  Ca -Idl(A (A )) and  77: J-"(A) —>• 
A(A) is a V-homomorphism. Consequently, every u G A(A) is a lattice ideal of 
T ( A ) .
P roo f  We will w rite A, J 7, C, assum ing A is fixed.
We show the following stab ility  property  of C: for all y  G T  and all x < U ,  
we have x V y < U V y  where U  V y  =  {x! V y  \ x' G U }.  To th is end, suppose th a t
I  G Idl(A) such th a t for all x' G U  there exists a' G I  such th a t x' V y  C a '■ 
Since U  is non-empty, this condition is non-vacuous so th a t y  C x'M y  C ^a a ' f°r 
some x' G U  and a' G I .  Moreover, since x < U  and x' C x'My  for all x' G U, there 
exists a G I  such th a t x C | a  fl- B u t then  also x V y  C ^a  a V Ta a ' =  tA (a V a') 
where a V a '  G / ,  so th a t x V y < U \ / y .  I t now follows by [14, P roposition 6.2] th a t 
A  is the  suplattice presented by A  and th a t r/: T  —> A  is a V-homomorphism. 
It follows by Proposition  1 th a t A  =  C -Id l(A ).
Let u G A; we will show th a t u is a la ttice  ideal of T . I t follows from 
Definition 1 th a t u is a down-set. Moreover, if x, y  G u, then  r](x),r](y)  C u, 
so th a t rj(x) V rj(y) C u. Since rj is a V-homomorphism, r](x V y)  C u, whence 
x V y  G u. I t follows th a t u is a lattice ideal. □
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R em ark  1. We would like to  highlight th a t Lem m a 10 above is a crucial step  in 
allowing the lifting of operators. The canonical extension of a lattice is not ju st 
a dcpo com pletion bu t a suplattice com pletion of the free dual dcpo completion 
of the lattice. However, there is no equivalent of P roposition 4 for suplattice 
algebras (see [14, Sec. 4]). The lem m a tells us th a t A(A) is in fact also the 
suplattice presented by A(A) as its elem ents are all CA-ideals of A (A ). The 
description of th is suplattice com pletion as a dcpo com pletion is crucial as it 
implies th a t P roposition 4 applies. Thus Lem m a 10 tells us th a t we can lift 
inequations to  suplattices w ith presentations of the shape A  (A) since they  are 
also dcpo presentations.
The following Lemma will allow us to  show th a t A  (A) is in fact the canonical 
extension of A.
L em m a 11. Let r/: J7(A) —> A(A) be the natural map 114 (x).
1. For all x  G A), 1 ] ( x )  = 4'^'(a)x ; hence r)\ J-"(A) —> A(A) is an embed­
ding.
2. A(A) is a complete lattice.
3. r}\ J-"(A) —> A(A) is a V, f \-homomorphism .
4. For all directed, T  C  A, V 6e-r (tA b) =  U6gt(1'a b) •
Proof. We will w rite A, J7, C, assum ing A is fixed.
(1) We will show th a t 4-^(a) x is a C’-ideal, which is sufficient since necessarily
4,^(A) x  C ( x ) .  Suppose th a t y <  U  and U  C 4-j^a) x . If a, G A  such th a t x  <  ^a a 
then  4-a a is an ideal of A and for each x '  G U , x '  <  x  <  ^A a, so by the definition 
of C , there is a ' e  }A a w ith y  <  ^a  a '■ T h a t is, x  <  ^a  a implies y  <  ^a  a and 
thus
V < / \{ tA a \ x  < ^ A a} = x
and 4,^(a) x  is a C’-ideal.
(2) It follows from Lemma 10 th a t A  is com plete lattice.
(3) It follows from Lem m a 10 th a t rj is a V-homomorphism. Let S' C J 7; we 
will show th a t / \ xeS{x) =  ( / \  S). This follows im m ediately from the fact th a t 
C’-Idl(A ) is a closure system  and (1) above:
a < * > = n  ^ = n  ^ ( a ) x = 4'^ ( a ) (a 5' ) = ( A 5')-
x E S  x E S  x E S
(4) Since L U t ^ a  h) Q ( I U t ^ a  h))  =  V beT^A  b), it suffices to  show th a t 
UbGT(1~a b) is a C’-ideal. Let I  : =  4-a^- N o w  suppose th a t x  <  U  and U  C 
U berd 'A  b ) =  UbeT'l'^'(A)(tA t h e n  f ° r  each x' G U ,  there is a 6 '  G I  such th a t 
x ' <  1a b' ■ Since x  < U, it follows th a t there is some b G I  such th a t x  <  1~a b; 
since I  =  4-a T,  we m ay assume th a t b G T.  B ut then  x  G Ube'rO'A b)'i it follows 
th a t U 66t(1 'a^) is a C’-ideal. □
R em ark  2. Analogous to  the  / \ , V-homomorphism r/: J7(A) —> A(A) we could 
also define a \J, A-homomorphism /x: 1(A ) —> A(A), where 1(A ) is the directed 
join-com pletion (or the ideal completion) of A. We would then  use the m ap
y ^  \ lb€y(b)-
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e : a ( tA a) =  4-^(a) (1a  a ) •
T h eo rem  12. Lei A  be a lattice. Then the embedding e: A  —> A(A) is the 
canonical extension of A.
Proof. We will w rite A , J 7, C* as before. F irst, observe th a t it follows from 
Proposition  7 and Lemma 11.1 th a t e : A ->  A  is an  embedding.
Next, in order to  prove th a t the em bedding is dense, assume th a t u, v £  A 
such th a t u ^  v. We will show th a t there are a filter F  and an ideal I  of 
A such th a t / \ e [ i 1] C u, A e [^1 2= u 2= V e W and v  — V e W- It follows 
from u v  th a t there is some x  £  u \ v ,  so th a t (x) C u and (x) <£. v. Take 
F  := { a  £  A  \ x  <  t A a }) then  (x) =  / \  efi71] and we have our first witness; we 
will use th is same elem ent x  £  u \  v  to  find a suitable ideal / .  Now observe 
th a t v  is a directed subset of T  by Lemma 10. If it were the case th a t x  < v, 
then  since v  is a C-ideal and v  C  v, it would follow th a t x £  v, con trary  to  our 
assum ption. So it m ust be the case th a t x  v  and thus, by the definition of 
the  covering relation, there m ust be some ideal /  C  A  such th a t
V j ' £ v, 3 a' £  I  such th a t x' <  bu t V a 6 ƒ, i  ^  | A a. (1)
We claim th a t u <£.\J e[I\ and v  C \J e[I], If the  former were the case, then  we 
would find th a t
x  £ u  C \ J  e[I] =  \ J  (tA a) =  |^J (tA a) =  U  ^ w O a  a)j
dG-f dG-f dG-f
where the last two equalities follow from Lemma 11. I t now follows th a t x  <  t A a 
for some a £  I ,  contradicting (1). Finally, given x' £  v  and a' £  I  such th a t 
x ' <  t A a '; we find th a t (x') C a'}, so th a t it follows from (1) th a t
v =  V i ( - )  i x ' G - \ / { § K a') i a ' e J }  =  V e [J ]-
Finally, for the  com pactness property, suppose th a t F  and I  are an a rb itra ry  
filter and ideal of A such th a t / \  efi71] C \J e[I]; we m ust show th a t there exists 
a £  I  and b £  F  such th a t b <  a. B y Lem m a 11.3, / \  efi71] =  ( /\  F ) ,  so we find 
th a t
A  F  £  (A  F )  =  A  e[F] c  V e[I\  =  ( J  W ) ( t A «),
ci G I
where the second equality follows from Lem m a 11.4 as before. I t follows th a t 
A F  £  4-jp(a)(1a a ) f°r some a £  I ,  so by Definition 5.4, there is some b £  F  such 
th a t b <  a. □
Recall th a t if A is a lattice and e: A  —> A*7 is its canonical extension, the 
closed elements of A a are defined as
K { A a ) := {Ae[f] | F  C A, F  a filter}.
Let e: A —> A(A) be the restriction of rj: ^ ( A )  —>• A(A) to A,  i.e.
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If we view A(A) as the  canonical extension of A, then  the closed elements 
correspond to  the elements of F (A ):
K ( A (A )) =  { (x )  | x G F (A )} .
This follows from the fact th a t for each x  G F (A ), {a G ¿4 | i  <  | A a} is a 
filter and we have x  =  / \ { t A a | x <  t A a}, and the fact th a t n : F (A ) ^  A(A) 
preserves all m eets by Lemma 11.3.
L em m a 13. Let  A i , . . . ,  An , B be lattices and let f : Ai x • • • x A n ^  B be an  
operator. Then  f F : F (A i)  x • • • x F (A n ) ^  F (B ) is cover-stable.
Proof. We w rite x*<j U* if (x*, U*) G CAi and x< U  if (x, U ) G C®. Let 1 <  i <  n, 
( x i , . . . ,  xn ) G F (A i)  x • • • x F (A n ) and U* C F(A*) such th a t x* <* U*. We need 
to  show th a t
f F ( x i , . . . ,  xn) < { f F ( x i , . . . ,  x j - i ,  y, x i+i , . . . ,  xn) | y G U*}. (2)
We will w rite f F (—, y, —) for an element of the right hand  side set above. Let I  G 
Idl(B) such th a t for every y G U*, there is some a y G I  such th a t f F (—, y, —) < 
t® a y. We need to  find some c G I  such th a t f F (—,x*, —) <  t® c. Now since 
f F  is co-Scott continuous, it is also co-Scott continuous in its i th  coordinate [1, 
Lem m a 3.2.6]. Thus if we take y G U* and w rite y =  / \ { t Ai b | y <  t Ai b}, then
f  F ( —, y, —) =  f  F ( —, A {tAi b 1 y <  tAi b}, —)
=  / \  f F (  —, t Ai b, —) <  t ® a y.
6eAi ,y<tAi b
It follows by Definition 5.4 th a t there is some by G A* such th a t y <  t Ai by and 
f F (—, y, —) <  f F (—, tA* by, —) <  t® a y. Let I '  G Idl(A*) be the ideal generated 
by {by | y G U*}. Since y <  t Ai by G I '  for each y G U* and x* U*, it follows 
th a t there is some b G I '  such th a t x* <  t A b. B y definition of I ' ,  there exist 
y i , . . .  , y k G U such th a t x* <  t Ai b <  t Ai byi V • • • V t Ai byk. B u t then
f F (  —, x i , —) <  f F (  —, t Ai b  —)
<  f  F(  —, t Ai byi V • • • V t Ai bVk, —)
=  f F (  —, t Ai byi , —) V • • • V f F (  —, t Ai byfc, —)
<  t ® a yi V • • • V t ® a yfc =  t ®(ayi V • • • V a yfc) ,
where the first equality follows from the fact th a t f F  is an operator (by P ropo­
sition 8) . Since a yi V • • • V a yfc G I  and I  was arbitrary , it follows th a t (2) 
holds. □
C oro llary  14. Let  A i , . . . ,  A„ ararf B &e lattices and let f : Ai  x • • • x A„ —>• B 
be an operator. Then  f F : A ( A i ) x ••• x A( An ) ^  A(B) is well-defined and 
Scott-continuous. Moreover, f F  =  f a .
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Proof. Let ƒ : A i x • • • x A„ —^ B be as in the  assum ptions above. It follows from 
Proposition  8 and Lem m a 13 th a t is well-defined and Scott-continuous. To 
show th a t f F  =  f a ; observe th a t f F  and f a agree on closed elements:
f F  ( ( x i ) , . . . ,  (xn)) =  ( f F  (xi , . . . , x n j ) ,
by [14, Lem m a 3.3]. Since x* =  / \ { t A. b | x* <  t A- b for all 1 <  i <  n, we find 
th a t
( f F (xi ,  . . . ,xn))  =
( f  (A { tAi a i 1 x i <  t Ai a i }, . . . , A { tAi an 1 xn <  t An an })) =
f\ { ( t® f  ( a i , . . . , an )) 1 (xi, . . . , xn ) E  ( tAi a i, . . . , t An an ^  f  ( (xi ) , . . . , (xn )) ,
where the second equality  follows from the fact th a t bo th  f F  and (•) com m ute 
w ith co-directed meets.
Secondly, recall from Lemma 10 th a t every u G A(A*), seen as a C - ideal, 
is a directed subset of F (A ). Thus, u =  \Jx£u(x) is a directed join. Since we 
showed above th a t f F  is Scott-continuous, it follows th a t
f ^ ( u h  . . . , «„)  =  f T { \ J Xieui (x i), • • •, Vx„e«„ (x»>) =
V  { / ^ ( ( x i), • • •, (xn ) ) | x i G Mj for all 1 <  i <  n }  =
V  { f ( ( x i ) ,  .. ., (xn)) | x* G u* for all 1 <  i <  n}  =  f  CT( u i , . . , , u„) ,
for a rb itra ry  (m i , . . .  ,ti„ ) G A( Ai )  x • • • x A (A „). □
Thus, we have shown th a t the dcpo presentation  A(A) of Definition 8 al­
lows us to  describe the canonical extension of a lattice A, together w ith the 
a-extension of any additional operator f : An ^  A. The following theorem , 
which can be found in [7, 6], can now be seen as an application of general results 
concerning dcpo algebras from [14] to  the specific case of canonical extensions 
of lattices w ith operators.
T h e o re m  15 (cf. [7], Theorem  4.5 and [6], Theorem  6.3). Let  A 
=  (A; A a, Va, 0a, 1a, (^A)wefi ' ) be a bounded lattice with additional operations 
and let Q C {A, V, 0, 1} U Q' consist entirely of operation symbols that in terpret  
as operators in  A. I f  s ( x i , . .. , x n ) and  t ( x i , . .. , x n ) are n -ary  Q -term s such  
that  A =  s ^  t ,  then also ACT =  s ^  t.
Proof. Let A, s and t  be as in the assum ptions of the theorem . Since operators 
are m onotone, it follows by Proposition 6 th a t J7(A) |=  s =4 t. I t follows by 
Proposition 8 and Lemma 13 th a t A(A) |= s =4 t. □
R em ark  3. Observe th a t VA : A x A ^  A is always an operator by associativity 
bu t th a t Aa  : A x A ^  A is an operator if and only if A is distributive.
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R em ark  4 . Canonical extension is a two sided construction: it does not favour 
joins over meets. This is perhaps best illustrated  by [10]. There it is shown th a t 
if we consider a lternating  applications of directed join and m eet com pletion to  
a lattice A, then  the em beddings ^ f(a )  : F  (A) ^  I ( F  (A)) and t i ( A) : I  (A) ^  
F ( I (A ) )  factor th rough A5 in a unique way; see Figure 1. In order to  apply
1(A ) ----------— ------s- I (F (A ) )
Figure 1: T he canonical extension as an in terpo lan t, as discussed in [10]
the existing theory  on dcpo com pletions we have presented our results in term s 
of a dcpo com pletion of the free co-directed m eet com pletion of the original 
lattice, using the fact th a t A5 in terpolates between F (A ) and I (F (A ) ) .  Of 
course the order dual approach would have worked ju s t as well: S tarting  from 
the directed join com pletion (concretely, the ideal completion) of A, we could 
have given a co-dcpo-presentation of A5. The extension of a dual operator 
f : A i x • • •x  An ^  B, i.e. a m ap preserving b inary  m eets in each coordinate, via 
this co-dcpo presentation would then  yield an extension f n : Af x • • • x An ^  B 
of f  and the dual of Theorem  15 would guarantee th a t equations am ong dual 
operators lift to  the extension. This rem ark restores some sym m etry  to  the 
situation, though we note th a t the extension f a obtained from the free co-dcpo 
followed by the dcpo com pletion described in this paper and the extension of an 
operation  obtained via the  order dual approach do not in general agree. This 
la tte r extension is also well known and much used in the theory  of canonical 
extensions and is known as the  n-extension of f . The extension of the  underlying 
lattice using either approach is however one and the same -  th is is easy to  see by 
the fact th a t the characterising properties of canonical extensions are self-dual 
properties.
4. D iscu ss io n
The original 1951 canonicity result of Jonsson and Tarski had  a fairly com­
plicated proof. In  addition, it required the underlying lattice to  be, no t only 
distributive, bu t Boolean even though the canonicity of equations only is implied 
if the negation is not involved. The la tte r fact obviously begged the question of 
w hether the result was actually  a (distributive) lattice result.
It took over 40 years before this question was answered in the  positive in the 
paper [7] (and fairly soon afterw ards, it was shown [6] th a t it was in fact ju s t a
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lattice result). The m ain breakthrough was in the 1994 paper and it consisted 
in realising the central role played by Scott continuity. Even though the paper
[7] was w ritten  in a language quite different from th a t of [14], the general lines 
of the  proof in [7] do in fact follow those of [14], albeit in the  special case of 
the presentation  A(A). W ith  th is article we have shown explicitely how the two 
relate.
While the canonicity result for operators is a special case of the much more 
general dom ain theoretic result of [14], the real power and in terest of canonical 
extensions involves, a t least the presence, and sometimes also the direct involve­
m ent of order reversing  operations such as negations, im plications, and other 
non-m onotonic logical connectives. Because of the  up-down sym m etry of canon­
ical extension, order-reversing operations are easily and m eaningfully extended 
to  canonical extensions (we have ju s t identified it as the free dcpo generated by 
a dcpo presentation  based on a free co-dcpo completion, bu t as m entioned in 
R em ark 4 above, we could as well have obtained it as the  free co-dcpo generated 
by a co-dcpo presentation  based on a free dcpo com pletion of the original al- 
g b era). In [8] topological m ethods for canonical extensions were in troduced and 
these allow arb itra ry  m aps to  be extended to  the canonical extension in a very 
n a tu ra l way. This in tu rn  allows for a very fine analysis of canonicity in th a t 
general setting  [8]. We are not aware of any parallel to  these m ethods in dom ain 
theory  bu t expect th a t the current paper will foster new unifying developments.
As a case in point, one of the referees of this paper pointed out th a t our 
Definition 8, and the results following it, m ay be generalised to  a more general 
dcpo presentation setting. These generalisations are indeed possible and this 
is closely related  to  parallel work of Sam van Gool on canonical extensions 
of strong proxim ity lattices which are a kind of dcpo presentations of stably  
com pact spaces.
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